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PREFATORY NOTE

These remarks have been prepared as a speech rather

than as a scholarly work. Therefore, almost no formal

citations to authority have been made for factual proposi-

tions, especially those which, as "current events", are

within your working professional knowledge. Citations to

legal or other conceptual authorities have been kept to

the minimum essential. Other matters of interest may be

further explored through a call or letter to my office.

I wish to acknowledge the assistance of my colleague

Donald P. Irwin, also a member of my firm, in the prepara-

tion of these remarks.

-i-
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I. Introduction

I have been asked to summarize the current status of

the public debate over nuclear fuel cycle issues in the United

States. I was also asked to describe the role of antinuclear

groups in the principal forums where this debate has developed:

Congress, the federal courts, the regulatory agencies, and the

news media. I was asked to comment specifically on the argu-

ments of these antinuclear groups, their strategies and their

effectiveness to date, and their near-term prospects. This

assignment is, I warn you, almost impossible to complete in

the 20 to 30 minutes allotted. It involves a complex set of

technical, legal and political problems which must be resolved

in a governmental process that often baffles even those of us

who live in America. It also is affected by uncertainties

endemic to our constitutional system, which builds rival

centers of power into our basic governmental structure.

In order to cover essentials I will have to oversimplify,

so I apologize in advance.

At the outset two disclaimers and one warning are in order.

The first disclaimer is that I am a lawyer and not a technical

expert. My few random technical observations will merely

reflect — I hope accurately — the thoughts of others who

are more knowledgeable. My legal and political judgments,

of course, are my own. Second, time constraints compel me to

virtually ignore many related issues, except as they directly

affect the fuel cycle for present-generation commercial

reactors. These related areas include, first, uranium resources;

second, international economic considerations; and third, sub-

stantive events relative to development of the breeder reactor.

Now, my warning: like lawyers everywhere, I probably

attribute too much importance to legal and political events.

And I am biased. I believe that we live in a world where risks

and trade-offs are unavoidable and the net social risks for

civilization at the present time of not using nuclear energy

for peaceful purposes are far greater than the risks of using

it.
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II. The Present Situation

A. A Pessimistic Overview

At present in the United States a growing uncertainty

hangs over the future role of nuclear energy to help meet

a demand for electric energy which continues to increase

despite the hopes of "zero-growth" advocates. The uncertainty

as to the role of nuclear generation arises primarily from a

default in governmental decision-making: namely the continued

failure to articulate either any consistent definition of

the commercial nuclear fuel cycle or any coherent policy for

long-term disposition of high level radioactive wastes. The

technological and sociological facts needed to make a choice

among several reasonable alternatives appear to be at hand.

Moreover, some decision is unavoidable because of the large

quantities of high level radioactive wastes already created

by our nuclear weapons program, which will have to be dealt

with even if a moratorium were to be imposed on all commercial

use of nuclear power in the United States. Thus, the decision

will be made by default if not by conscious choice.

Why then has the American Government procrastinated on

this key issue? In the early years of the industry it appears

simply not to have always been thought about as carefully

as might have been desired. In recent years, however, I

believe that the explanation lies largely in American politics.

A small but vocal, highly aritculate and determined minority

has to date successfully blocked resolution of fundamental

fuel cycle issues in both the Ford and Carter administrations.

This antinuclear minority has pursued two basic strategies.

First, they have used legal procedures to delay nuclear licensing

and rulemaking proceedings in order to discourage those wishing

to build nuclear facilities and in order to generate antinuclear
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news media coverage. Second, in the latest phase of the

controversy, they have acted through organized environmental

groups to place allies within the Federal Government. Thus

a significant number of lawyers from the staffs of nonprofit

but foundation-funded, antinuclear or environmental organiza-

tions have been appointed to important second-tier executive

or administrative agency posts in the current Administration.

They also seem to have persuaded the President and a sizable

proportion of the Congress that only persons who work for

profit-making organizations can have conflicts of interest,

so that pronuclear advocates are not as well represented in

the Administration.

The uncertainties resulting from the continuing default

in United States Government decision-making on fuel cycle

issues, and particularly long-term waste storage policy,

have spread to other areas of national decision-making in

nuclear matters. Electric utilities, already faced with

shortages of capital for plant construction, have increasingly

turned to new coal plants rather than nuclear plants despite

the long-term economic advantage of nuclear, in order to avoid the

risks of wavering governmental nuclear policy. This trend

of utilities away from new nuclear plants, despite their

cost advantage, was undoubtedly one of the factors which led

the General Atomic Company to withdraw its high temperature

gas cooled reactor from the American market two years ago.

Another example of the increasing risks being inflicted on

the private section of the American nuclear industry by

irresolution in governmental policy is the financial disaster

in prospect for Allied-General Nuclear Services, the owner of
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the nearly completed, but presently interdicted, reprocessing

plant in Barnwell, South Carolina. Indeed, one wonders how

long even the American light water reactor vendors and their

numerous suppliers of specialized components will be able

to continue justifying the nuclear facet of their operations

to their shareholders.

In short, if this failure of will on the part of the

United States government continues, the day may not be far off

when the private sector of the U.S. nuclear manufacturing

industry may simply quit the field. The consequences for the

U.S. economy, the U.S. dollar, the Western Alliance and perhaps

even the world economy and world peace, could be disastrous.

Let us now turn to some of the specific factors under-

lying this pessimistic assessment of what can happen -- and

can happen soon -- if this drift in United States governmental

nuclear policy continues.

B. The Licensing of Light Water Reactors

Let us first look at the effect the current debate on

fuel cycle issues has had on the "conventional" licensing of

light water reactors. Here, the debate has not brought the

licensing process to a halt. Rather, following a period of

uncertainty in late 1976 and early 1977, a state of near-

normality has been restored. And by normality I mean that

utilities seeking governmental permission to build and to

operate light water reactors to generate electricity eventually

get that permission after, literally, years of extended

legal proceedings. The focal point of litigation here has been a

regulation — or "rule" -- issued by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC) prescribing a standard description of the

environmental effects of operation of a "typical" light water

reactor throughout the fuel cycle, from mining and milling of
2

the uranium to ultimate disposal of the nuclear wastes. As
you may know, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's governmental

predecessor, the Atomic Energy Commission, early concluded --
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correctly, in my view — that our National Environmental Policy

Act of 1970 required a comprehensive evaluation of the nuclear

fuel cycle as part of its environmental analysis of any reactor

license application. The Commission determined to perform this

analysis generically in what we call an administrative "rule-

making" rather than permit it to be litigated over and over

again in individual reactor licensing cases.

The regulation — or rule -- adopting this policy was

issued by the Commission in 1974. That regulation and its

implementation in three then pending licensing cases were

challenged by various environmental groups. A federal Court

of Appeals invalidated those portions of the rule relating

to reprocessing and waste management in the summer of 1976.

Speedy action by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to promulgate

interim rules in the allegedly defective areas prevented what

could have otherwise become a plant licensing moratorium.

Meanwhile, the Court of Appeals' decision was appealed by

the utility industry to the United States Supreme Court, which

reversed the Court of Appeals in April, 1978.

Rulemaking proceedings to update the discarded original

rule (and to replace the current interim rule with respect to

reprocessing and waste management issues) are nearly completed

before the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and a revised rule

is expected to be issued later this year. While there will

still be certain areas of the nuclear fuel cycle which will
o

require resolution in individual licensing proceedings, in

general the granting of licenses for reactors will not be

impeded by this issue.

A second generic legal threat is posed by an appeal
Q

presently pending before another federal Court of Appeals.

There an environmental group is seeking to require the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission to make, as a condition of the continued

issuance of operating licenses to light water reactors, a

"definitive finding of safety" for the long-term management

of spent fuel and high level wastes from reactor operations.

The petitioners' argument boils down to the contention that

the NRC must do a detailed safety analysis of a long term waste

storage facility as part of licensing any reactor to operate. They
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contend that such an analysis is required by the Atomic Energy

Act of 1954 even though it would be for a facility other than

the one actually being licensed. The Nuclear Regulatory

Commission and the utility industry have responded that

Congress structured the Atomic Energy Act and successor stat-

tutes so that the detailed safety analysis they require will

be performed in connection with the actual licensing of the

facility being analyzed, as long as the agency is generally

satisfied that the safety aspects of ancillary areas --

for example, long term waste disposal in the case of a reactor

licensing -- will not prove unacceptable at the time when a

long term waste disposal facility must actually be licensed.

If, contrary to expectation, the petitioners are successful,

the case has considerable potential mischief: there is some

question whether the NRC could presently satisfy the strict

standards of proof set by the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 for

the requested inquiry, since the final design for a long-term

waste repository has not yet been fixed in detail. The case

has been briefed and was argued in March, and is awaiting

decision.

C. Technological Advances:
Reprocessing, Recycle and the Breeder Reactor

In a second area -- the prospects for long-planned

technological advances in the light water fuel cycle -- the

present situation is less hopeful. In December 1977 the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, under strong pressure from

the Carter Administration, terminated its generic proceeding —

commonly called the "GESMO" -- relating to reprocessing of

spent ligtit-water reactor fuel and recycling of recovered

plutonium and U-235 into mixed oxide fuel for use in those
12

reactors. At the same time the Commission terminated all

pending applications to construct or operate reprocessing
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13
facilities. Finally, development of the sodium-cooled

breeder reactor at Clinch River, Tennessee has, in my

judgment, been blocked indefinitely by the Administration,

although rear-guard battles over its funding continue in

Congress.

These various actions, other than the breeder controversy,

have been appealed to the courts by the affected fuel cycle

manufacturers. ^ The appeals si-e in their very early stages

and speculation as to their outcome would be fruitless. My

personal judgment, however, is that the chances of effective

resumption of the GESMO rulemaking and of the reprocessing

facility licensing proceedings are slim so long as the present

Administration continues its opposition to them. Under a

series of court decisions, programmatic environmental reviews

must be completed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission with

respect to the matters of reprocessing/recycle /and the breeder

reactor before individual licenses application;/; may be approved

for construction or operation of any of those'types of facilities,

Thus further developments seem stalled qn both the recycle

and breeder fronts for the next few years. Hany proponents of

nuclear power regard the hangup over the broeder as the most

important crisis of present U.S. nuclear policy. I do not share

that view, though I do believe that a coherent governmental

decision on reprocessing and recycle is perhaps second in

importance to high level waste storage as an issue of

immediate importance.

t
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D. The Role of uncertainty in the Administration's
Nuclear Fuel Cycle "Policy"

A third major aspect of the present situation -- and

one I touched on earlier -- is that, for reasons largely

attributable to governmental indecision, the ultimate

parameters of the commercial reactor fuel cycle in the

U.S. cannot presently be predicted. The decision on whether

to go forward with reprocessing has essentially become a

political one, and rests for the time being within the

control of the Administration. The Administration's views

on the fuel cycle appear to be that:

First, light water reactors operating on a once-through

fuel cycle (no reprocessing) are an acceptable, though not

preferred, means of generating electricity. The electric

utility industry's complaints about the unwieldiness of

the present licensing process are largely valid. The

Administration is sponsoring legislation to streamline the

licensing process in some respects at least for new stand-

ardized plants.

Second, reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel and plutonium

recycle, using processes proposed to date by American industry,

may or may not be economical, safe, or feasible independent

of the breeder reactor. However, these processes presently

pose unacceptable risks of nuclear weapons proliferation by

foreign governments and by potential foreign and domestic

terrorists. The Administration will oppose any steps to

permit commercial use of these technologies within the

United States until it has received more solid assurances

of adequate international technical and political controls

over these processes. The Administration will also attempt

to influence foreign governments to follow a similar interim

policy.
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Third, in the interim while we are seeking adequate

international safeguards mechanisms, the United States'

capacity to store its own spent nuclear fuel and waste

must be increased significantly. Conceptual and site-

selection work for long-term facilities, under the Department

of Energy, must be stepped up. Interim storage capacity for

spent reactor fuel at sites away from reactors must be provided.

Other nations which agree to refrain from implementing reproces-

sing and recycle technology along with the U.S. will also

receive access to U.S. spent fuel and waste storage capacity.

How long these three Administration positions will endure

under the pressure of events remains to be seen. But I offer

the following preliminary observations:

The International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation, which

President Carter has insisted must be successfully completed

as a precondition to any further reprocessing/recycle work,

is progressing largely out of the public eye. Unofficial

reports hint that the effort is likely to last at least two

or three years. There appears to be an increasing realization

already that effective controls over proliferation will probably

turn more on political than on technological considerations.

As to spent fuel storage, the Administration now realizes

that the shortage of U.S. spent fuel storage capacity is so

grave that it could compel the shutdown of some operating U.S.

reactors in less than five years, without any storage at all

of foreign fuel as proposed by the Administration. Wide-

scale enlargement and redesign of existing onsite spent fuel

pools is now being authorized by the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission. The Department of Energy gives all appearances of

concern with both interim-away-from-reactor storage and long-

term disposal facilities, but thus far has produced little

more on either front than preliminary draft task force studies.16
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If the Department of Energy comes up with an effective proposal,

it remains to be seen whether or not the Administration will

give it high enough priority to overcome potential opposition

from the federal Council on Environmental Quality and the

Environmental Protection Agency, and the lower echelons of

the White House Staff.

E. The Backdrop of Multiplying Potential Vetoes

These vacillations of Executive Branch policy in the

specific areas of light water reactor licensing, reprocessing

and recycle, and development of a breeder reactor coincide

with the dispersal of Congressional authority over nuclear

policy. They also coincide with a similar dispersal of the

formerly exclusive regulatory authority of the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission over anything that could remotely be

called "nuclear."

In Congress, jurisdiction over nuclear-related matters --

long consolidated in the unique, powerful, and ultimately

sympathetic Joint Committee on Atomic Energy — has been

fragmented. The Joint Committee has been abolished and now

several committees within each House of Congress -- not all of

them friendly by any means -- claim authority over various

nuclear matters.

A similar fragmentation of authority has occurred at

the regulatory level as well. Originally, all governmental

authority to regulate the nuclear industry and to develop it

had been centralized in one agency, the Atomic Energy

Commission. Then in 1974 the Atomic Energy Commission

was abolished by statute, and its regulatory and developmental
TO

powers divided between two successor agencies. Since then,

the power of the agency which inherited regulatory authority —

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission -- has been eroded from two

directions. First, a host of other agencies, both Federal and

State, have laid claim to regulating the "environmental" aspect
19of nuclear issues. Second, in a clearly safety-related area,

Congress in 1977 transferred authority to set standards for

limitations on airborne radioactive emissions from power plants

to the federal Environmental Protection Agency. The same Act --
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the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977 -- also permitted States

to set more stringent emission limitations, thus ending federal

preemption in this area.

Such dispersal of power multiplies the number of decision

makers who can say "no" to a particular project and renders it

impossible for any single decision maker to say "yes." This

retrogression of the American regulatory system toward the

"liberum veto" has not yet equaled the model of the 17th

Century Polish Diet, but it is moving in that direction.

III. The Role and Strategy of Nuclear Opponents

A. Overview

In some respects the fuel cycle developments I have

just discussed are simply consistent with the ebb and flow

of power within the American governmental system. The initial

concentration of regulatory and legislative authority over

the nuclear industry resulted from the development of that

industry as a by-product of the nuclear weapons program after

World War II. That concentration of authority was probably

•necessary to the nuclear industry's initial growth. But this

degree of concentration of governmental authority was highly

unusual in the overall, peacetime pattern of American politics.

Thus, as the nuclear industry matured and as its evidence

spread throughout the nation, pressures for decentralization

of political power over that industry would have occurred

regardless of the nature or skill of the antinuclear movement.

That movement, however, was a catalyst that speeded up this

political reaction considerably.

B. Licensing and Litigation

Antinuclear organizations have pursued a strategy of

preventing or, at a minimum, delaying issuance of the govern-

mental licenses necessary for construction or operation of

individual facilities through procedural maneuvers, as dis-

tinguished from focusing on key factual issues and attempting

to prevail over the applicant for any particular nuclear

license with substantive evidence. The strategy works this
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way: local groups opposed to a particular plant in their

area intervene in its licensing case, often backed up by

one of the major national environmental groups. The primary

tactic is to delay, both by complicating the compulsory

licensing hearing and then taking all available appeals.

Complicating the hearing is a relatively easy task since

each licensing case harbors literally hundreds, if not

thousands, of potential factual and legal issues. Delay

serves three functions: first, to make the proceeding more

expensive for the applicant; second, to politicize the issue

through press coverage and other means; and third, to gain

time to permit the national antinuclear organizations to try,

in other forums, to secure changes in the law applicable to

the licensing cases. Such changes can produce further delay

and, perhaps, the imposition of virtually impossible require-

ments for additional factual proof.

In their delaying efforts, the antinuclear groups have

been greatly aided by the National Environmental Policy Act,

or "NEPA," as we call it in America. One of the basic re-

quirements of NEPA is that environmental effects for any

proposed "major federal action significantly affecting the

quality of the human environment" be publicly analyzed and

described in advance of the governmental decision. Rea-

sonable alternatives to the proposal must also be evaluated

and compared with the basic proposal. This analysis must be

set forth in an Environmental Impact Statement prepared by the

federal agency principally in charge of sponsoring or approving

the action. As interpreted by our federal courts of appeals,

actions to which NEPA applies include not only commercial

nuclear power plants but also initiation of governmental

research and development projects such as a prototype breeder

reactor, and promulgation of rules. The environmental

evaluation of a proposed plant or project includes cost-benefit

assessments in which the proposal must appear socially preferable not

only to inaction, but also to realistic alternative actions. Such

20
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a statute, framed in such broad generalities, can be used to

talk forever about nuclear projects, particularly those re-

lating to the yet-to-come phases of the fuel cycle such as

long-term waste storage and plutonium recycle. The more

emotional or politically sensitive the issue, the better the

opportunities for delay. Nuclear fuel cycle issues in particu-

lar lend themselves to arguments that we do not know all the

answers yet, that further study is needed, that we should

not act yet in the face of unknowns, and so on, and on, and on.

NEPA has one additional critical attribute. Because its

focal point is "environmental," issues considered under it

are also considered "environmental," and thus definitionally

outside the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's traditionally

acknowledged exclusive domain of radiological health and

safety. As a result, in cases interpreting NEPA, courts have

shown a willingness to second-guess the Commission, albeit

indirectly, on matters of expert judgment and analysis, where-

as they would in all likelihood have deferred to the agency's

judgment had the same, or virtually the same, issues been

framed in the context of the Atomic Energy Act. This is

obviously a subjective conclusion on my part. But the fact

is that the litigation record of nuclear opponents has been

far more successful under NEPA than it ever was under the

Atomic Energy Act.

C. Infiltration Strategy

While the antinuclear groups have been notably success-

ful in creating massive delays before the Commission and in

the courts, they have not been able to bring the licensing

process to a standstill. Recognizing this, in recent months

they have downplayed their attacks on the Government and

accelerated efforts to move into it. This is the application

of an old saying in American politics: "If you can't beat 'em,

join 'em. This summarizes the often repeated American

experiences that political groups frequently change their
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collective minds, and that even when they do not, an opponent

to a majority policy can often be far more effective in

thwarting it by undermining its execution from within the

organization than by fighting it frontally from without.

Alumni of the principal environmental groups and related

foundation-funded organizations have become well placed in

politically sensitive -- i.e., powerful -- jobs at various

levels in the Executive Branch. In coordination with other

influential forces in the private and quasi-private sector --

certain major newspapers, the major television networks, and

foundations which sponsor policy and legal research -- these

individuals can be a potent force in policy-making. There

seems to be little question that these environmental organiza-

tion "graduates" have played a crucial role in the emergence

of the antireprocessing, antirecycle, antibreeder content

of President Carter's nuclear policy since April 1977, and in

the formulation of its stated rationale: avoidance of nuclear

weapons proliferation.

The technical staffs of administrative and regulatory

agencies, below policy-making level, are another source of

potential aid to antinuclear groups. Some government technical

experts are hired to be professional skeptics. Their personal

and their agencies' interests draw them toward controversial

issues like iron filings to a magnet, resulting in a prolifera-

tion of policy-oriented "studies" by different agencies, often

relying on much the same data base. This competition among

agencies at the "technical" levels can be particularly acute

where there is ongoing competition for research and development

authority and funds. At the very least these "studies", and the

agency power struggles they reflect, complicate the overall

process of policy foundation and execution. Antinuclear groups

are often the passive beneficiaries of this competition.

A final element in the institutional mix is the United

States Congress, whose elaborate and shifting committee
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structure slows its reaction time and often gives it the

appearance of schizophrenia.

Congress has recently enacted three important statutes

that affect the fuel cycle. The first assigns specific respon-

sibility to the Department of Energy for development of a long-
22

term waste storage repository. This was an important affirmative

step. The second, the Nuclear Nonproliferation Act of 1978,

is a complex piece of restrictive legislation intended to be

responsive to weapons-proliferation fears. The third was

the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977, which, as I pointed

out earlier, transferred regulatory authority over airborne

radioactive emissions from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

to the Environmental Protection Agency and potentially repealed

federal preemption in this area.

In addition, various committees and subcommittees have

held literally months of hearings in the past couple of years

on problems with the nuclear fuel cycle and other nuclear

issues. Antinuclear individuals and groups have made frequent

and apparently effective use of these hearings to proselytise.

IV. Assessment and Prognosis

Antinuclear groups have not been particularly successful

in developing fuel-cycle-related arguments to halt the "normal"

licensing or operation of light water reactors. They have,

however, been successful in lengthening the licensing process.

Of greater significance, they have been successful in multiplying

the number of governmental approvals necessary to construction

or operation of a nuclear facility. These delays and uncer-

tainties, in concert with financing and load growth forecasting

questions, have had a significant effect on American utilities'

choices of new generating capacity. Orders for new nuclear

plants have dropped precipitously while orders for new coal

plants have increased, despite the clear economic advantage of

nuclear plants over a normal plant life.

In other facets of the fuel cycle, all forward progress
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has been halted by the NRC, at least in terms of public

proceedings, with relation to generic and plant-specific

approvals for reprocessing, recycle, and breeder technology.

This has been done essentially in response to the wishes of

the White House.

It is clear that these so-called "rear-end" portions of

fuel cycle -- long-term waste storage, reprocessing, recycle

and the breeder — are likely to remain the principal focal

points of nuclear opposition in the United States for the

foreseeable future. The principal arguments we will continue

to hear are:

1. The risk of nuclear weapons proliferation is

unacceptably enhanced by use of reprocessing

and recycle technology and the breeder;

2. Unacceptable long-term environmental risks are posed

throughout the fuel cycle, from radon emissions in

mining and milling to fission products in spent

fuel and high-level reprocessed waste;

3. Finally, no technical consensus exists as to

either a storage medium or a facility design for

long-term waste management.

Antinuclear groups will lean heavily on the unavoidable

uncertainties in the prevailing situation to argue against

any further expansion of the nuclear industry until existing

uncertainties are removed. At the same time, they will continue

to harass governmental and private research and analytical

efforts intended to lower these uncertainties, arguing for

further diversification of governmental research or for con-

centration on solar power, wind power, tide power — and if

pressed, perhaps lunar power. They will also continue to

understate the consequences of their continuing threat to

American economic and foreign policies by arguing that we

are on the verge of attaining zero energy growth in America,

while simultaneously attaining full employment, control of
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inflation, and a substantial decrease in oil imports.

The forums and tactics of the antinuclear groups in

the United States are likely to remain much the same in

litigation. This means that they will try to stall licensing

proceedings, to invent new issues, to take unending appeals.

In an effort to expand press coverage we may see greater

use of another tactical weapon: mass demonstrations. Usually

well reported, these demonstrations are intended to be

reminiscent of those which took place during the civil rights

era and the Vietnam war, and are intended to legitimize

political — i.e., emotional, fact-indifferent, and apparently

wide-scale -- opposition to nuclear power, and to publicize such

opposition. The effectiveness of this technique remains to be seen.

As to substantive areas, antinuclear groups will surely

attempt to impede, by whatever means are available, the

Department of Energy's statutorily requirad search for

long-term waste management solutions. They can also be

counted on to take part in selected agency proceedings

involving spent fuel pool redesigns and expansions for

individual power plants, even though such proceedings permit

less efficient use of their resources than do generic pro-

ceedings or lawsuits. Antinuclear groups can also be counted

on to pursue a broad range of activities before Congress.

In their Congressional efforts to thwart a delicate governmental

choice among long-term waste storage policy alternatives,

they may find allies among the state governments, since very

few states appear to wish to have the nation's primary

facility for storage of spent fuel and waste sited within their

borders. Indeed, legislation has already been introduced which

would prevent the siting of a waste repository without the host
2fi

state's consent.

What can the American nuclear industry do during the

stormy period immediately ahead to keep the nuclear option

afloat in the United States? In my judgment all facets

of that industry must put first things first. And what
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is first is to ensure that the conventional light water

reactor fuel technology can survive over several years while

technical advances in other facets of the nuclear fuel cycle

are likely to remain blocked by the Administration. This

means that the issues of deferral of reprocessing, recycle

and the breeder must for the time being be subordinated to

the survival of the light water reactor licensing process

and the light water reactor vendors. This means swallowing

hard. Meanwhile, the American nuclear industry should take

an active role in the examination of alternative fuel cycle

technologies focused on by governmental research projects,

to ensure that any recommendations issuing from these projects

bear some correspondence to the real world as the industry

perceives it.

Finally, the industry must join wholeheartedly in the

efforts to provide adequately stable, assured methods of

storing spent fuel and reprocessed waste, both for the relatively

near term (measured in years and decades) and for the long term

(measured in millennia).

It is my judgment, right or wrong, that there will be

substantial, probably insuperable, political resistance to

permitting any fuel cycle advances until some demonstration

of a solution to waste storage problems is at hand. The latest

U.S. Department of Energy estimate for completion of a pilot

long-term facility, in the period 1987 to 1991 -- itself a

postponement from the previous estimate of 1985 — is not

encouraging. Barring some presently unforeseen technical or

political developments, resolution within the next decade of

nuclear fuel cycle policy issues we have discussed today by

the American Government may well prove determinative of the

survival of the nuclear industry in the United States.

As those shoals approach, we may feel the firm hand of

a President beginning to take control of the situation. Despite
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the mutterings and perhaps mutinying of the antinuclear

members of his crew, he may bring the American ship of state

onto a different tack on these issues that saves the day.

Such a return, whether deliberate or fortuitous, of American

nuclear policy to a more realistic long-term course may come

to be viewed from hindsight as brilliant political maneuvering.

But in any event, America's opportunities for a return to

course will be affected, for better or worse, by the actions

which the other producer nations in the Atlantic Alliance

take to cope with similar problems.

In a severe storm at sea, the wind and waves encountered

by each vessel in a fleet may vary greatly. In the interest

of the survival of all it may become necessary for each to

maneuver independently. I sense that the Atlantic fleet

may be reaching this situation with respect to some, if not

all, nuclear fuel cycle issues. If so, even while we in

the United States may become preoccupied with our own

floundering, we will still be keeping a weather eye on your

maneuverings. It may be that your example will help inspire

us to get "out of irons" and bring the American ship of

nuclear policy back to a safe and steady course.
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Probably the frankest public description of this strategy is
contained in Like, "Multi-Media Confrontation -- the Environ-
mentals' Strategy for a "No-Win Agency Proceeding," 13 Atomic
Energy Law Journal 1 (1971).

10 C.F.R. § 51.20(e) (1977). The rule was originally published
in 1974 at 39 Fed. Reg. 14188 (1974).

42

1974 at 39 Fed. Reg. 14188 (1974).

Ü.S.C. § 4321 e_t seg.. (1970 & Supp. V 1975).

The rule itself was appealed from by the Natural Resources
Defense Council and other environmental groups. The
three licensing cases involving the rule involved reactors
belonging to Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation
(Vermont Yankee), also appealed by the Natural Resources
Defense Council and others; Consumers Power Company (Midland),
appealed on behalf of an individual named Nelson Aeschliman
and a group called the Saginaw Valley Intervenors; and Long
Island Lighting Company (Shoreham), appealed by a group
called Lloyd Harbor Study Group. All of the cases were taken
to the United States Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit, where they were decided in a series of
coordinated decisions. See note 5 below.

Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. v. United States
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 547 F.2d 633
(D.C. Cir. 1976). See also Aeschliman v. United
States Nuclear Ref ulatory Commission, 547 F.2d 622 (D.C.

ecision in Lloyd Harbor Study GrouE
Docket

1]3 V.
No.

Cir. 1976).The
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
73-2266 (D.C. Cir. Nov. 9, 1976), was by unreported per
curiam opinion.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission's interim policy state-
ments and regulations are set forth at 41 Fed. Reg. 34707,
45849, 49898 (1976); 42 Fed. Reg_. 13803, 26T57 TÍ977).

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. NRDC (April 3, 1978)
46 U.S.L.W. 4301. The related cases were decided by the
Supreme Court by summary disposition on April 17, 1978.
38 CCH Sup. Ct. Bull. B. 1532.
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8. An unsettling trend is the tendency of the NRC to alter
(i.e., contract) the scope of its generic fuel cycle rule
whenever it perceives a factual threat to any aspect of it.
As a result, various issues, formerly precluded from conten-
tion in individual licensing cases, have been thrown back
open, one by one, for litigation there. This has recently
occurred with respect to radon emission levels from uranium
mining and milling operations, where the published values
in the rule are generally agreed now to be too low. It has
also occurred with respect to the radiological dose commit-
ment and health effects calculated from radiological releases
throughout the fuel cycle. As to these a lively controversy
is raging within the federal government -- particularly
between the NRC and the Environmental Protection Agency --
and among private industry, the states and environmental
organizations actively interested, as to the proper method
of determining dose commitments. The alternative for the
NRC, of course, would be to hold focused rulemaking pro-
ceedings on these specific generic issues so as to preserve
the overall rule's integrity; but for a variety of inade-
quate reasons the agency has not yet moved in this direction.
There is thus a significant possibility that the NRC, by
sheer failure to make use of generic proceedings, may turn
a technically insignificant issue into a major licensing
hurdle over the next few months. See 43 Fed. Reg. 15613
(April 14, 1978).

9. Natural Resources Defense Council v. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Docket No. 77-4157 (2nd Cir.), filed August
25, 1977.

10. Over two dozen companies have intervened, in three groups,
as American Electric Power Co., e_t al. , Boston Edison Co.,
et sd. , and Power Authority of the State of New York, e_t al_.,
plus one independent participant, Pennsylvania Power & Light
Company.

11. Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, 42 U.S.C. § 5801, et seq.

12. In the Matter of Generic Environmental Statement on Mixed
Oxide Fuel [GESMO], NRC Docket No. RM-50-5, Order, December
23, 1977 (42 Fed. Reg. 65334).

13. Id.

14. Allied-General Nuclear Services v. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, No. 78-1144 (P.C. Cir. filed February 21, 1978);
Exxon Nuclear Company v. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, No.
78-1403 (9th Cir. filed February 21. 1978); WestingKõüse
Electric Corporation v. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, rios.
73-1158. 78-1189 (3d Cir. filed February 16, 1978'
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15. There is no comprehensive statement of the Administration's
views on nuclear matters. Perhaps the three most informa-
tive public sources are President Carter's message of April
7, 1977 on nuclear policy; the pertinent portions of his
energy-policy message to Congress on April 20, 1977; and
Stuart Eizenstat 's letter to the Chairman of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, dated October 4, 1977.

16. U.S. Department of Energy, Directorate of Energy Research,
Report of Task Force for Review of Nuclear Waste Management,
Draft February 1978 (Document No. DOE/ER-0004/D)

17. Atomic Energy Act of 1954, 42 U.S.C. § 2011, et se£. (1970 &
Supp. V 1975).

18. Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, §§ 101, 104, 42 U.S.C.
5812, 5814 (Supp. V 1975).

19. At the federal level, these agencies include the Environmental
Protection Agency with its concern about doses and health
effects (and jurisdiction over radioactive effluent levels
in the general environment), the U.S. Geological Survey with
its concerns about waste repository siting, and the Council
on Environmental Quality, which possesses no "line" authority
but is generally antinuclear and has good access to power.
At the state level, such states as California, whose nuclear
siting statutes require a stringent and very subjective
"demonstration" of waste management technology before any
new reactor may be licensed there, and New York, which has
a licensing statute that requires inquiry into virtually
all radiological areas, are examples of what can happen.
In addition, of course, every state which contains potential
sites for a long-term waste repository has begun to take a
profound interest in the site selection process.

19a. Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977, Pub. L. 95-95, 91 Stat. 20,
42 U.S.CA. § 7422.

20.

21.

22.

42 U.S.C. § 4321, et seq. (1970 & Supp. V 1975).

A slang expression for, "If you cannot defeat the opposition,
join them."

This competition has long been extremely bitter between the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Environmental Protection
Agency in the area of radioactive risk assessment, both in
terms of health effects and monetization of effects.
Recently in the area of long term waste storage, the Depart-
ment of Energy, which has formal responsibility to develop
technology, and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, which
believes that the technology can be developed, have been
challenged on this matter by the Environmental Protection
Agency, the U.S. Geological Survey and the Council on
Environmental Quality.
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23. Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 § 202, 42 U.S.C. § 5842
(Supp. V 1975).

24. P.L. 95-242, 92 Stat. 120, 22 U.S.CA. § 2201.

25. Note 19a, supra.

26. S.2761 (95th Cong. 2nd Sess.), 124 Cong. Ree. S.4007 (Daily
ed.), March 17, 1978.

27. Id. note 16, supra, at 47-54.


